Abstract-The circular loop source is calculated by the method ofinscribed polygon inner the circle or numerical calculation. The former uses decomposed polygon in each side with electric dipole, then stack all the electric dipole response; the latter adopts the method of digital filter to calculate the integral expression directly. There is some error between above methods and exact solutions in transient electromagnetic response values.This paper compares the two kinds of method. First, the equivalence of inscribed polygon is analyzedand the number of edges of the polygon, the proportioncoefficient of transceiver distance and the length of the dipole are debated. Second, the contrast research in homogeneous half space with the two methodsis carried on. Finally, layered medium is inversed by Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm and studying the fitting error. The results show that if inscribed polygonhas few numbers of edges, the response error and fitting error calculated by the method ofinscribed polygon inner the circle are higher than numerical calculation method in any conditions. But when the edge of inscribed polygon reach a certain number, the calculation accuracy is better than the numerical calculation methodunder a suitable parameter combination.
I INTRODUCTION
Transient electromagnetic method (TEM)is widely used in time domain electromagneticdetection problems; the shape of transmitter loop is mainly about rectangularloop [1] - [9] and circular loop [10] [11] . For the circular loop, there are two computing methods. Based on the above work, further study is carriedon inscribed polygon inner the circley,regard the proportioncoefficient of transceiver distance and the length of the dipole as a function of the number of polygon edges and the concept of the smallest proportion coefficient with different number of edges is put forward. Under this premise, optimal parameter combination is selected to calculateelectromagnetic response.Using the two methods respectively tocalculateelectromagnetic response in the homogeneous half space and using the two methods respectively to solve the inverse problem with Artificial Bee Colony algorithm in layered model. Comprehensive all the results, advantages and disadvantages of different approaches are acquired.
II THE FUNDAMENTAL THEORY

A. The Minimum Proportion Coefficient
The basic idea of inscribed polygon inner the circle as follows: according to cyclotomy in math, when the number of edges increases, the circumference of polygon is close to the perimeter of the circle. Therefore, inscribed polygon inner the circle can be used for a circular loop. Inside the loop, the electromagnetic field can be regarded as the combination of electromagnetic field from each side of the loop. When each side of the loop can be decomposed into multiple horizontal electric dipoles, the electromagnetic field at any point inside the loopcan be regarded as superposition of many horizontal electric dipoles.
In homogeneous half space, the vertical magnetic field of polygon can be obtained by horizontal electric dipole: 
Assuming that R is the radius, m is the number of edge, L is the length of side and d is the distance between loop center and each edge. So, there are the follow relations:
Set each edge can be decomposed into n electric dipoles. 
B. The Optimal Combination
The analytical expressions of magnetic field deduced the circular loop in homogenous half space can be written as [7] : 2 2 2 2
As a general rule, the bigger A is, the better the results is under the premise of 0. But compared with analytic solution, there is an optimal A corresponding to m (TABLE II. ).
C. The Method of Numerical Calculation
The vertical magnetic field intensity in the center of receiver can be written as [11] :
Uses of Fast Hankel transform [13] to calculate the Bessel function in (8) and Gaver-Stehfest inverse Laplace transform [14] to realize the Frequency-Time Transformation. %. For the method of inscribed polygon inner the circle, the precision enhances with the increase of the number of the polygon. Compared with the method of numerical calculation, if the number of edges of the polygon is less than a certain number (128), the calculated precision obtained was inferior to the numerical method. But if it reaches a certain number (256), the calculated precision obtained was superior to the numerical method as long as choose an appropriatecombination of parameters. , the latter has a higher fitting precision in general and this is same as the conclusion obtained from homogenous half space. V CONCLUSIONS For the method ofinscribed polygon inner the circle, m and Amust be combined. There is the smallest proportion coefficient A and the optimal combination betweenm and A.
For the method ofinscribed polygon inner the circle, the more number of polygon edges, the better accuracy of the results.
Under the condition of 128 m  , thefitting error calculated by the method ofinscribed polygon inner the circle are higher than numerical calculation method; while 256 m  , the former's calculation accuracy is better. Fig. 4 . The relative error of inversion result for magnetic field intensity 
